Abstract. In this paper, a rear-end collision control model is proposed using the fuzzy logic control scheme for the autonomous or cruising vehicles in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs). Through detailed analysis of the carfollowing cases, our controller is established on some reasonable control rules. In addition, to refine the initialized fuzzy rules considering characteristics of the rear-end collisions, the genetic algorithm is introduced to reduce the computational complexity while maintaining accuracy. Numerical results indicate that our Genetic algorithmoptimized Fuzzy Logic Controller (GFLC) outperforms the traditional fuzzy logic controller in terms of better safety guarantee and higher traffic efficiency.
Introduction
According to the investigations and statistics, of all the traffic accidents that ever took place, about 60 to 70 percent were caused by vehicle collisions, particularly rear-end collisions [1] . To alleviate the growing risks of rear-end collisions, the auxiliary or automatic control methods proposed for autonomous or cruising vehicles in ITSs look promising. Actually, there have been many classic automatic control schemes proposed, such as PID control [2] , sliding mode control [3] , and the linear quadratic optimal control [4] . Although these methods enable accurate control to be exercised, they are highly dependent on precise mathematical models. In practice, an accurate control model for vehicle collision avoidance is almost unavailable.
Instead of precise control, the fuzzy logic-based controllers (FLC) are also well studied to reduce the possible vehicle collisions in the last few years. Due to its superiority in solving problems in multi-parameter, nonlinear systems as well as capturing the driving characteristics in a vehicular environment, it is feasible and preferable to apply FLC-related models to vehicular active control issues. However, since the effect of a FLC relies on the number of fuzzy rules, an excessive number of such will directly impair its effectiveness. Moreover, the number of fuzzy rules increases exponentially with the number of fuzzy subsets, resulting in greater computational complexity of the controller. Among various schemes that have been proposed to address the above-mentioned problems and have become an active research topic recently is combining neural network (BP) with fuzzy control [5, 6] . However, the neural network converges slowly and is prone to being stuck in local optimum. Unlike the neural network, the genetic algorithm (GA) is capable of searching for the global optimal solution and is almost application-independent. To efficiently reduce the risk in car-following scenario, this paper proposes a rear-end collision avoidance system that uses the fuzzy logic control model with its fuzzy rules optimized by the generic algorithm. This GA-based FLC should be able to allow drivers to promptly avoid approaching risks and accurately make a brake, as well as accommodating driving behaviours of drivers. In addition, the model is also applicable to the popular autonomous vehicles or vehicles in cruising state to keep a safe intervehicle space and at the same time improve the driving efficiency by controlling the headway.
GA-based FLC
In practical cases, the factors that influence driving safety are very complicated and usually include weather conditions, road surface situations, response time of drivers, vehicle dynamics, etc. Since most of these factors are non-linear and time-varying, obtaining an accurate mathematical model of the vehicle control system is difficult. In this context, some of the traditional methods (e.g., PID control, linear quadric-form optimal control) are unable to exercise accurate control. On the other hand, fuzzy control has advanced considerably in control and reason applications in recent years mainly due to its independence from accurate mathematical models. Its performance relies on the number of fuzzy rule bases, the number of linguistic variables as well as the types and ranges of membership functions. An excessive number of fuzzy control rule bases and linguistic variables results in longer FLC search time and higher computational complexity. Therefore, the key to FLC design is to determine the fuzzy control rule base and input/output membership function, which are usually acquired by expert summarization. However, in practical applications, an FLC generally cannot always guarantee its effectiveness, highlighting the need for optimization. By reviewing previous studies, there are many optimization schemes that optimize fuzzy control rules [7] [8] [9] or the input/output quantified scale factors [10] . In this paper, GA is used to optimize the control rules by finding the optimal input/output variables combination. The flowchart of our proposed GA-based FLC to avoid the rear-end collisions in car-following scenarios is shown in Fig. 1 . 
, dv LV FV (2) where D denotes the inter-vehicle distance, S denotes the expected inter-vehicle space, LV and FV are the speeds of the leading and trailing vehicles, respectively. Note that D here denotes the current longitudinal inter-vehicle distance measured using such as line laser [11] or wireless signal [12] while S indicates the inter-vehicle space by which the driving safety could be guaranteed considering the vehicular dynamics and braking process. The speed of the trailing vehicle FV should be known since the collision warning system has been installed on it, while the speed of the leading vehicle LV could be obtained through GPS sharing [13] or wireless communication systems.
Fuzzification of input/output variables
In our work, the ranges of the input/output variables are properly set based on practical considerations. According to the braking distance algorithm from Mazda [14] , we have: FA are first fuzzified into seven fuzzy subsets: negative large (NL), negative medium (NM), negative small (NS), zero (Z), positive small (PS), positive medium (PM), and positive large (PL). Before the fuzzification, scaling transformations need to be made to the actual input variables such that they can be transformed into the specified domains. Therefore, we have 
Determination of membership functions
In our work, the triangle function is used as the membership functions for the relative distance error ds , the relative speed error dv and the acceleration d FA . The domain of each linguistic variable is partitioned into seven parts for ds , dv and 
Establishment of the fuzzy rules
To construct the fuzzy rules used to control the risky vehicles when a specific condition is met, the experience of drivers should be fully considered. According to the common response for a normal person, the following typical driving scenarios are taken into account:
(1) If the inter-vehicle distance is small and the speed of the trailing vehicle is substantially larger than that of the leading vehicle, then rear-end collision has a high probability of occurrence. In this case, the trailing vehicle should brake immediately to decelerate for collision avoidance.
(2) If the inter-vehicle distance is still large and the speed of the trailing vehicle is close to that of the leading vehicle, then rear-end collision has a small probability of occurrence. In this case, the speed of the trailing vehicle can remain or increase properly.
(3) If the inter-vehicle distance is small and the speed of the trailing vehicle is close to that of the leading vehicle, then the driver of the trailing vehicle should brake slightly in order to prevent rear-end collision and ensure driving safety.
Based on above driving experiences as well as trialand-error, a set of 49 rear-end avoidance fuzzy control rules representing the actual driving experience is devised and shown in 
Optimizing to the fuzzy rules using genetic algorithm
The fuzzy rules determined in the previous subsection will be optimized with the genetic algorithm to reduce the problem scale of our collision control strategy. The detailed steps are given as follows:
Coding of the fuzzy control rule
To optimize the fuzzy rules, we first encode it using the binary coding scheme [15] . Each rule is represented by four binary numbers, the first of which is the control bit and the other three are the rule representation bits. The tandem coding method is employed by connecting these 49 rules to form a chromosome. According to our predefined fuzzy rules, these 49 rules will be the parameters to be optimized. The antecedents of the rules are ds and dv , and the consequent is d FA . Because the control variable has seven fuzzy sets, the consequent of the rules can be represented via three-digit binary coding, i.e., 000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101 and 110. If a certain fuzzy rule does not exist, then let X denote the consequent of the rule and its code is 111. Thus, the 49 control rules in Table 1 can be numbered as rule1 to rule49, sequentially. Next, the above 49 rules can be connected in a tandem manner to provide the chromosome of the rules as shown in Fig.3 . The chromosome of the rules is the unit of the population, i.e., the operand of GA. Each bit of the control gene controls the corresponding rule. As a result, the GA-based optimization yields the fuzzy rules consisting of fewer but more effective rules. 
Determination of the fitness function
Since our FLC is designed to avoid rear-end collisions, the key to achieving this objective is to ensure both the relative distance error ds and the relative speed error dv are small. Therefore, the objective function J is defined as:
.
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Determination of the genetic parameters
The effectiveness of the GA relies on the related genetic parameters, including the population size n , the crossover probability c P and the mutation probability m P . Usually, the large size of the initial population means a high space and time complexity. The size of the initial population is usually within the range [20,100] [16] . In our work, the initial population is obtained in the following way: a) Randomly extract 80 matrixes with 7 rows and 7 columns as the matrixes of the control variables. Elements of all matrixes are integers ranging from 1 to 7.
b) Compute the fitness f of each individual, and sort these n individuals in descending order of f .
c) Eliminate m=30 individuals with small fitness, define the remaining individuals as the initial population S1, thereby obtaining an initial population whose size 1 50 s n . Note that each individual represents a chromosome of the rules. In this paper, the crossover probability c P is 0.7.
Because a small mutation probability m P can effectively prevent damage to the good individuals, m P is set to 0.001. The number of iterations is set to G=30.
Determination of selection, crossover and mutation operations
Biological evolution is achieved via genetic operations. Therefore, genetic operators are essential for optimization of fuzzy rules. a) Selection operator. The fitness proportional selection operator is used. The fitness is first calculated using the fitness function and then the replication probability of each individual is obtained. The number of replications of this individual in the next generation is equal to the product of the replication probability and the population size. The probability si P that each individual is selected is denoted by: b) Crossover operator. During the crossover operation, the chromosomes before the cross point undergo the mutation operation, while those after the cross point undergo crossover and mutation operations. The crossover probability 0.7 c P , and the crossover operation is illustrated in Fig. 4. c) Mutation operator. The basic-bit mutation method is used in our work. Because binary coding is carried out on the fuzzy control rules, the mutation operator may involve reversing genes of some gene bits (e.g., 0 1 o or 1 0 o ). The mutation probability 0.001 m P . Note that the mutation operations improve the local search ability of GA and avoid premature convergence.
Finally, through the GA optimization, the number of the fuzzy rules has been reduced from 49 to 28.
Defuzzification of the output variables
The defuzzification process takes the fuzzy sets and produces a single-value output. In our paper, the control variable is defuzzified via the gravity method as:
where l , as we have stated before, is the value of the output in the domain, g C l K is the membership of l with respect to the fuzzy set g C .
Simulations
To demonstrate the superiority of our GFLC controller, both FLC and GFLC are simulated under typical carfollowing scenarios. The simulation setup is as follows: the sampling time is 0.1s, total simulation time is 80s, initial distance between two vehicles is 20m, the initial speeds of the leading and trailing vehicles are 20m/s and 30m/s, respectively. Note that in our simulation, dv is initially set to -10m/s to increase the possibility of rearend collision. The leading vehicle keeps a constant speed before 20s and then accelerates at 1m/s 2 during 20-30s. During 31-33s, the leading vehicle begins to brake at 4m/s 2 . Note that the risk of rear-end collision with this configuration is very high between the leading and trailing vehicles, so that the trailing vehicle ought to brake immediately to avoid the collision. To obtain the statistical average, each test is repeated 30 times.
From Fig. 5 , it can be observed that both controllers instruct the trailing vehicle to brake during the early period of the simulation for rear-end collision avoidance. However, it is worth noting that there is actually a slight difference between two controllers. GFLC executes the decelerate action from approximately seconds 30 while FLC at about seconds 32. This difference verifies that our controller has a better response speed to the possible dangers than FLC. In addition, during 20-30s, when the leading vehicle accelerates at 1m/ s 2 , GFLC instructs the trailing vehicle to gradually increase the acceleration from approximately 0.1m/s 2 at 20s to almost 1m/s 2 at 30s. On the contrary, the FLC shows a fluctuant process which first makes the acceleration increase from 0.28m/s 2 at 20s to 0.9m/s 2 at about 23s, and then suddenly decrease to almost 0.5m/s 2 at 30s. This dramatic variation implies that the rules used in the traditional FLC are unreasonable to some extent while our rules, optimized by GA, are well suited for the car-following scenario. During 31-33s, when the leading vehicle begins to decelerate with 4m/s 2 , GFLC immediately outputs a deceleration for the trailing vehicle of about 4m/s 2 (equal to the deceleration of the leading vehicle), thus reducing the collision risk. However, FLC outputs a smaller deceleration which is actually insufficient to promptly avoid the possible rearend collision. During 34-80s, since the rear-end collision risk is low, our GFLC almost keeps a zero acceleration for the trailing vehicle. However, during this period, FLC still yields non-zero accelerations which vibrate around 0m/s 2 . The transient speed comparisons between two models are depicted in Fig. 6 . It can be observed that the leading vehicle keeps a steady speed before 20s while the trailing vehicle adapts itself according to the instructions of the corresponding controllers to avoid collision. It is worth noting that approximately before 8s, FLC outputs continuous deceleration for the trailing vehicle while GFLC outputs a rapid decrease before about 5s and then an increase during approximately 5-8s. Actually, since the dv is initially set to -10m/s, the trailing vehicle will reduce the gap to zero between two vehicles after 2 seconds. Under such circumstance, our GFLC first outputs a deceleration to avoid the possible collision in advance. After a continuous deceleration before about 5s, the inter-vehicle distance returns to a safe level and then a persistent acceleration has been given out by our GFLC till about 20s. In comparison, FLC instructs the trailing vehicle to drive at a very low speed, i.e., about 16m/s, during approximately 8-14s, which seems to overestimate the risk and result in a lower driving efficiency. During 20-30s, due to the acceleration of the leading vehicle, both controllers suggest a fast speed-up for the trailing vehicles. However, by checking the points carefully, it has been determined that our GFLC outputs more precise controlling instructions which are almost strictly consistent with our simulation configurations. On the contrary, FLC instructs the trailing vehicle to accelerate too fast for too long, say about 14-32s. During 31-33s of simulation, GFLC instructs the trailing vehicle to decelerate as soon as the leading vehicle decelerates, effectively avoiding the possible rear-end collision. With FLC, the trailing vehicle's speed changes slowly, thus increasing the rear-end collision risk. During 34-80s, GFLC enables the trailing vehicle to drive at a stable rate of 18m/s, reducing the risk and at the same time improving the driving efficiency. With FLC, it shows great fluctuation indicating the instability of its adopted fuzzy rules. From Fig. 7 , it can be observed that the inter-vehicle distance actually changes with the variation of acceleration. With GFLC, the inter-vehicle distance changes slightly during the entire simulation procedure and almost remains the same during 40-80s. In contrast, FLC causes continuous fluctuations. At about 4s, FLC even outputs an inter-vehicle distance of no more than 6 meters, which greatly increases the rear-end collision risk. Similarly, FLC also gives out a very large value, i.e., over 60 meters around 18s, which is really unnecessary considering the previous continuous low speed of the trailing vehicle. It is also worth noting that the lasting duration of inter-vehicle distance over 40 meters exceeds approximately 27s for FLC while it is only about 9s for our GFLC. This large difference confirms once again that GFLC is more effective than FLC in terms of driving efficiency.
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel fuzzy controller is proposed, which leverages GA to optimize the fuzzy control rules, to improve the performance on rear-end collision avoidance of the vehicular control system, and enhances the emergency response ability. Simulation results successfully indicate that the proposed controller outperforms the traditional one and is capable of avoiding the possible rear-end collision while increasing the traffic efficiency.
Our future work will attempt to incorporate the advanced sensor system into our vehicular dynamics control framework and propose an effective activecontrol system. This could further reduce collision risks by introducing precise prediction algorithm depending on the online data collection module.
